


“at least now we know
why they call it 

the milky way”



3U (Eurorack)

12 HP

43mm

25mm

165g

200mA @ +12V

70mA70mA @ -12V
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Indicator LED

Encoder with push button

Mute window button

Function button

Screen

Push button matrix

4x Inputs4x Inputs

Select input

4x Outputs



intkoduction

Maze is designed to route, attenuate, invert, morph and 
mix CV/audio from each of the four inputs to any of the 
four outputs. 

Routing settings can be saved to six banks with 16 save
slots each. Presets in these save slots can be triggered by 
hand, or via different CV sources and algorithms.

Each output channel can be set to attenuate or attenuvert. Each output channel can be set to attenuate or attenuvert. 
Setting the output channel to attenuation allows you to turn
gain down more and is generally better for audio. 
Attenuversion allows you to invert and is generally better 
for CV.

Three main modes:

- Save mode : allows you to select created presets, and
adjust parameters of the SLCT input CV sources.adjust parameters of the SLCT input CV sources.
- koute mode : allows you to adjust routings within the
selected preset, and adjust morphing speed. 
- Mute mode : allows you to mute routings.

Two extra modes:

- Pkeview/copy mode : allows you to preview preset 
settings, and copy a preset to a different slot.
- - Settings mode : allows you to change the module to
your liking.

 



save mode

Currently selected save 

is highlighted

Put a source in here

to go through saves!

Press to mute routings

Flashes with muted saves

 

 

Turn to set range of SLCT 

input

-------------------------------------------

Push & Turn to set start 

position of SLCT input

 

Push to go to “Route Mode”

 

Maze starts up in save mode. Here you can select a 

save slot to create your routing preset in, and change the 

SLCT input parameters. 

This mode is indicated with a dot animation on screen. 

To switch between save mode and koute mode 

use the FUNC button!



Here you can adjust the routings in the selected preset. 
When inputs are sent to the same output they will be mixed. 

Change the morph speed here if you want routings to
morph whenever they change values.  

This mode is indicated with a wave animation on screen.

koute mode

Inputs are in rows, outputs
are in columns (green and 
black stripes on panel). 
 

Routing gain and direction
are indicated with RGB 
colors. colors. 

From Blue to Green is 
normal attenuation, 
Blue to Red is inverted 
attenuation. 

Blue is ∞.

No color is off
(only when output channels(only when output channels
are set to attenuation)

Press to mute routings
Or undo routing changes

Cyan when morphing is on
 

No selected routings:
Turn to adjust morph speed
precisely
-------------------------------------------
Push & Turn to adjust morph
speed drastically

With selected routings:With selected routings:
Turn to adjust gain precisely
-------------------------------------------
Push & Turn to adjust gain
drastically

 
Changing gains:

Select (multiple) routings on 
the matrix and adjust the 
gain with the knob. Press 
FUNC to save settings and
MUTE to undo settings.

You do not need to hold You do not need to hold 
routing positions. So use 
that hand for something 
else!

When holding two routing 
positions you can adjust all
the routings in between at 
once.once.

 

Push to go to “Save Mode”

 



Press to mute routings

Routings flash when muted

Push encoder to clear allPress FUNC to save

Press and hold to preview

routing.

-----------------------------------------

Press and hold to copy,

press other save slot to paste.

Warning!!! This will overwrite

the current preset.the current preset.

Press FUNC to return

Mute mode can be initialised by pressing the MUTE 

button. It is indicated with a “X” animation.

pkeview/copy mode can be initialised by holding

the MUTE button and pressing the FUNC button. Here you

can preview saves without initialising, which is great if you

want to see a preset before you hear it. You can also 

copy/paste saves here, in case you want to create 

sequences. This mode is indicated with an “EYE” animation.



sequencing

You can sequence created presets by inserting a

source in the SLCT input. 

There are different sequencing methods to choose

from, these can be selected in settings. 

Each sequence method has parameters that can be

changed using the encoder in changed using the encoder in save mode.

Sequencing methods

- Continuous : responds to -5 to +5 voltage range,

expects voltages from a sequencer, LFO or envelope

generator.

- Trigger : responds to a trigger or gate. Will jump to

next or previous preset when triggered.

- Random trigger : responds to a trigger or gate. Will- Random trigger : responds to a trigger or gate. Will

jump to random preset when triggered.

- Euclidean : responds to a trigger or gate.

Sequencer based on euclidean configurations.



sequencing pakameteks

Continuous : 
- Encoder without push attenuverts SLCT input.
- Encoder with push adds DC offset to SLCT input.

Trigger : 
- Encoder without push sets length of sequence.
- Encoder with push sets start of sequence.- Encoder with push sets start of sequence.
- Pressing a matrix pad will jump to preset. 

Set the end to a negative value to reverse the sequence.

Random trigger :
- Encoder without push sets max range of random.
- Encoder with push sets min range of random.
- Pressing a matrix pad will jump to preset.

Euclidean sequencer :Euclidean sequencer :
- Encoder without push sets length of sequence.
- Encoder with push sets divisor of sequence.
- Pressing a matrix pad will set start position of Euclidean 
sequence.

Set the length to zero for continuous sequence based 
on divisor.



settings

Go to the Settings by holding the FUNC button. 

- SLCT input
Green: Continuous
Yellow: Trigger 
Red: Random
Magenta: Euclidean

- Set Trigger HIGH/LOW
Green: Trigger on +5VGreen: Trigger on +5V
Red: Trigger on 0V

- Encoder response
Green: Setting is instant 
Red: Cross previous setting first

- Banks
Six banks indicated with their own color.

- Deselection Options
Green: Sets to zero
Yellow: Sets to previous
Red: Keeps current

- Morphing multiplier- Morphing multiplier
Green: Fast morphing
Yellow: Quick morphing
Red: Medium morphing
Magenta: Slow morphing

Banks

SLCT input

Calibrate SLCT input 
(Leave SLCT input unplugged)

Calibrate each routing

Morphing multiplier

Encoder response

Set Trigger HIGH/LOW

Deselection options

4x Set attenuate or attenuvert 
per output channel

Invert attenuversion for daisy
chaining

Push to clear bank
 

Push to go to “Save Mode”

 



When in settings mode: 

Calibrating SLCT input:

The SLCT input can be calibrated by pressing the

“Calibrate SLCT input ” button. Maze will calibrate

the input. Be sure you leave the SLCT input 

unplugged while doing this!

Calibrating routings:Calibrating routings:

Also each routing can be calibrated to have the same

amount of gain. Maze is already calibrated when

shipped. However if you need to calibrate Maze

please read the “Calibration Manual” @

www.livestockelectronics.com/maze

Daisy chaining inputs:

When you add inputs by daisy chaining Maze When you add inputs by daisy chaining Maze 

modules, you will need to set the “Invert 

attenuversion for daisy chaining” button too. 

If you don’t, the output will be inverted! For each 

module set this button to either green or red. Work 

your way up alternating colors, and start with green 

for the last module. See “Calibration Manual” @

www.livestockelectronics.com/maze www.livestockelectronics.com/maze 

 

Extka featukes settings mode



With multiple Maze modules the matrix can be increased. For

instance as a 4x4:4, 2x8:4, 2x4:8, 1x8:8, 1x16:4 or 1x4:16 matrix. 

Links can be broken by inserting cables in the inputs and outputs.

When adding inputs remember to set settings too! Read up on this

in the previous page!!!

Chaining: 

The arrows on the PCB indicate where the inserted cable should go The arrows on the PCB indicate where the inserted cable should go 

from the specific header. Make sure you do this according to the 

picture below!

Important: Red line of the cable should match the white print 

on the PCB!!!

 

Daisy chaining

pcb 1pcb 2

pcb 3pcb 4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

8 x IN

8 x OUT

pcb 1 pcb 2

pcb 4pcb 3

FRONT BACK



maze




